
A Glance At How Universities Made 

Crypto Fit Into Their Curriculum 
 

During the first quarter of 2022, about 20% of US citizens used 

cryptocurrencies for the first time. According to a report, 28% of 

people between the ages of 13 and 39 bought at least one of the existing 

cryptocurrencies. Among them, 38% showed interest in NFTs. If you 

take a closer look at these stats, you can realize that the younger 

generation is more into crypto, especially students. 

Well, this might be the reason why educational institutions are adding 

cryptocurrency into their curriculum. They are making use of non-

fungible tokens and cryptocurrencies in several beneficial ways. Let me 

disclose three of those ways among them for you. 
 

 

https://www.blockchainfirm.io/blockchain-wallet-development-company
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Three Different Ways How Colleges Employ 

Cryptocurrency 

Firstly, accepting cryptocurrency for tuition fees 

Apparently, cryptocurrency has a financial value like fiat. Some even 

believe that crypto might be a potential alternative to cash. Indeed, this 

is an emerging way to buy goods and services. 

So, there is no wonder why educational institutions are setting up 

methods to accept crypto payments. Since May 2022, Bentley 

University has permitted students to pay their tuition fees using 

cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, and USDC. Some of them 

accept crypto only for specific programs. 

Honestly, this is a great initiative. Crypto payments are speedier, 

cheaper, and more convenient for international payments. If across-

border students pay fees using fiat, they will have to pay more due to 

currency conversion and cross-border payment charges. If the wallet 

used by the organization is created carefully using the blockchain 

wallet development services, then they need not worry about the 

security of these transactions. 

At the same time, you might think that crypto volatility will negatively 

impact educational organizations. 

https://www.blockchainfirm.io/blockchain-wallet-development-company
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But it won’t. 

#colleges and #universities are now dealing cleverly with the 

crypto market volatility. For example, Paraguay’s Universidad 

Americana estimates the market’s price movements before converting 

crypto into their national currency. 

Secondly, accepting donations in cryptocurrencies 

Receiving crypto gifts is becoming the new ordinary these days. In 

2021, a public charity association — “Fidelity Charitable,” received 

crypto donations equivalent to $331 Million. 

Then, “The Giving Block” (a technology company) chose to contribute 

to 100 educational institutes using cryptocurrency. This has made 

some universities come up with their own crypto donation guidelines 

stating how to contribute to the organization using crypto. 

Surprisingly, the co-founder of the famous Ethereum blockchain 

network, #vitalikbuterin, offered the University of Maryland $9.4 

million in cryptocurrency. 

Thirdly, starting to explore the NFT space 
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The University of California has minted an NFT based on the Nobel-

prize-winning research by Immunologist James Allison. This token 

was auctioned and sold for $50k. Later, it was used for immunology 

research purposes. 

#harvarduniversity has announced that each of its graduates will be 

given a commemorative #NFT. On the other hand, Duke University 

has offered course completion certificates as NFTs for those who 

passed the #blockchaintechnology courses. 

What does this all mean? 

Colleges use crypto to handle institutional operations, receive 

donations, and improve their relationships with alumni and students. 

So, I consider the adoption of cryptocurrency in educational 

institutions has significant value. In this journey, the first step would 

be to develop a digital wallet with the services of a crypto wallet 

development company. 
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DM your Innovative projects/Idea on cryptopayments @ Nikita 

Sharma 

For Updates get in touch with Kryptonest — blockchain and 

cryptocurrency updates 
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